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Switch-Gig 
 
Switch-Gig (https://switchgig.wordpress.com) is a research project that is part of the EPSRC 
funded Not-Equal Network+ (https://not-equal.tech/) . This network aims to foster new 
collaborations in support of social justice, inclusive digital innovation and a fairer future for 
all. 
 
In this project, we aim to collaborate with gig workers in the courier industry (also known as 
“lifestyle couriers”) to explore and understand their current work experiences, the role of 
technology in this, as well as how future digital technology can better support the workers 
themselves. 
 
Switch-Gig is a collaboration between the University of York and Lancaster University with 
support from Co-operatives UK, Miralis Data and Future City Logistics. The primary 
investigators are Ben Kirman (University of York) and Oliver Bates (Lancaster University) 
who are working alongside Hayley Alter (York) and Carolynne Lord (Lancaster University). 
 
We are not affiliated with any courier companies, or employers. 
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This project was supported in terms of labour and workshop resources by the EPSRC 
funded project “FlipGig: Transforming last mile logistics in the gig economy to be fairer and 
more sustainable” (http://www.flipgig.org). 
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their candid and detailed accounts this project would not have been possible. We look 
forward to working with the courier community working forward, driving for positive change in 
the sector.  

Contact Details 
Please contact Ben Kirman (ben.kirman@york.ac.uk) and Oliver Bates 
(o.bates@lancaster.ac.uk) if you have any questions or are interested in future 
collaborations. 
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About  
This document summarises the findings of two ~5 hour workshops with gig economy 
couriers working as Deliveroo Riders. The first workshop took place in Manchester and the 
second in York. There were a total of 8 participants. The workshops were used to work with 
domain experts (e.g. Deliveroo riders) to develop a design brief and ideate responses so 
Switch-Gig could develop prototypes and generate commentaries on these prototypes from 
the supporting partners. Rider names are deliberately left out of the report to protect their 
anonymity. 
 
The workshop was structured as follows: 

- Project Intro (15 mins) 
- Icebreaker + Roundtable (15 mins) 
- Generating the Design Brief 

- Part A - Understanding the working lives of Deliveroo riders (90 mins) 
- Including Map activity and discussion of relationship with data and 

technology during their work 
- Part B - Reflecting on future directions for gig economy couriers (60 mins) 
- Grouping themes from Part A and Part B to shape and focus ideation of 

prototypes 
- Tools and materials: Cultural probe pack, Ordnance Survey map, postcards, 

post its, paper 
- Ideating in response to the new design brief (90 mins) 

- Prototyping exercise 
- Materials: storyboards, note taking, sketches 

- Feedback (15 mins) 
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Findings  
This section describes the findings from the workshop. This section provides a summary of 
the data collected from the workshop across a number of themes relating to the participant’s 
experiences of gig economy courier work. 

Workshop attendance 
All the participants were male, in their 20s or early 30s, with 7 of the participants being white. 
7 of the riders were native english speakers. 3 of the riders were students. The riders varied 
in their workload with the platform: 1 participant was recently let go by the platform; the 2 
students worked part time; and, the other 5 were full time couriers.  One participant had 
travelled from Edinburgh to attend after the workshop advert was shared on a rider 
WhatsApp group. 
 
Several riders dropped out (including two female riders) due to concerns over COVID-19 and 
travelling to and attending the workshop from Scotland. At the York workshop, two riders 
turned up with the heat proof bags, ready to work after the workshop finished. 

Being a courier 
“This is a good job” was a sentiment shared by some attendees. Some shared stories of how 
they made more money than security guards, and other “unskilled” roles in comparison. All 
the riders agreed that platforms like Deliveroo are more attractive because they pay better 
than other zero hours contract (ZHC) and causal jobs in either city, whilst you could make 
£15 an hour for Deliveroo, other casual of ZHC jobs pay closer to the minimum wage (£8.21, 
April 2019 to March 2020, for over 25s) .  1

 
This is a vital pont -- “I like riding bikes” -- there is high intrinsic value in the kind of work they 
do. The mixture of money, adrenaline and endorphins and a passion for riding bikes was 
shared among riders. Riding was described as “fun” by several riders, and that they loved 
the job. 
 
Those doing it part time (one Manchester, one York) saw it as good part time work as it was 
flexible around university and gave them some freedoms as they were earning their own 
money.  
 
All of the riders were physically fit and lean. All the riders liked the health and fitness element 
of cycling.  
 
In terms of a starting point for self employment working for a platform was seen as a good 
start as it made you think about taxes, national insurance, and how to be self employed with 
in a relatively low risk way. 

1 https://www.gov.uk/national-minimum-wage-rates 
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Riders in York said that they’d been told that being a cycle courier was “not proper cycling” 
and that the attitude from some other cyclists was that they were in it just to be “paid to 
cycle”. In York it was also shared that being a cycle courier was useful for learning new 
roads in the area. 
 
The relationship between the riders and their bikes was important. Riders who had been 
working for a while typically have owned multiple bikes, knowing their bike’s make and 
model. It’s typical that riders will start with a cheap second hand or low quality bike, and then 
upgrade as they make money, putting more money into the bike and reliable components. 
All riders carry a puncture repair kit and tools, some even upgrade their tyres to reduce 
punctures and have better grip. At least one of the riders at the York workshop rides a single 
speed (fixed gear) bike. 
 
Riding as a full time courier in York nets between 10-11 thousand miles of cycling per year. 
 
One part time rider (student) only works 3-4 hours a day. 
 
 
Riders all carry battery packs to charge their devices as well as spares, as these are 
essential for their work to ensure that there is no downtime whilst working. Several riders 
own multiple bikes that they would use in case one bike is out of commission. 
 
Couriers articulated a deep knowledge of where to accept jobs, as well as where to go and 
not go. They share information about bad restaurants and experiences by word of mouth 
(Manchester) and through Whatsapp in different cities (York, Edinburgh). 
 
In terms of community, when there is time to wait around or time between jobs couriers 
communicate about the job. In the centre of Manchester riders gather in Piccadilly Gardens. 
In York, alongside communicating on Whatsapp riders, there is an active branch of IWGB 
Couriers Branch, who host a weekly social for all riders each Wednesday.  
 
The job requires the riders to be often actively using their phones whilst riding, to manage 
jobs, route find, or communicate with restaurants, customers and other riders. 
 
“Cycle friendly cities” such as York, Amsterdam, and parts of London, with dedicated cycle 
lanes, storage for bikes, and a safe environment for riders were described as a benefit for 
cycle couriers by the participants. 

Workers Rights 
Whilst workers’ rights are an issue for some including issues of fair pay, holiday, sick leave 
and contracts, we observed that others buy into the disruption of work by platforms such as 
Deliveroo, seeing that being self employed as a courier is fine given their work needs and 
the alternative jobs opportunities, as well as being happy with the “hustle” to do more work 
and get paid more.  
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In York, two of the riders are founding members of the York IWGB Couriers Branch chapter. 
They are particularly involved in promoting action in the local area and recruiting other riders. 
They shared that the branch has a social event and puts on events such as a tax workshop 
to support riders. 
 
All attendees were aware of the recent strike action on Valentines Day 2019 and that there 
had been action taken across the country. There had been two strikes in York. On 
Valentines Day 2019, Wagamama was boycotted for 3 hours during their evening peak. The 
action was coordinated in York, with riders concregated outside the restaurant and sharing 
the terms of the strike. Spontaneous recruitment of riders into the strike took place at the 
restaurant. There was no solidarity from car drivers (UberEats) as “they think they’re better 
[than riders]”. The strike action stopped all the meals being delivered. Meals were physically 
piling up on the table inside Wagamama’s.  

Working class solidarity? 
One rider in Manchester articulated concerns of an anti immigration rhetoric around people 
taking work, gaming the system, not paying taxes, and working without visas and work 
permits. They wanted the platform to be more responsible about who they provided with 
work, and have better regulations to prevent illegal work. This individualistic perspective 
captured the rider’s concerns about the erosion of pay, and workers who were giving others 
a bad reputation by running multiple apps from cars, and breaking rules.  
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Rider knowledge and intuition (aka The Rider’s Bible) 

 
Figure 1. A map of York annotated by the riders, demonstrating their intimate knowledge of the city 

and dynamics of the platforms. 
 

As the riders annotated the maps of cities during the workshop they articulated encyclopedic 
knowledge of the cities that they worked in. Riders knew of the best tipping customers 
(including the address of individuals) as well as where all the students who never tip live. In 
York a couple of the riders also know that there is a particular customer who says that their 
house is one street over due him being just outside the zone. This particular customer 
always tips £5. They also described areas they would avoid accepting orders from due to 
crime, large hills, flooding during the annual floods in York, and areas that took much time to 
get to. They also know the cycle friendly routes through the city, avoiding main junctions, 
busy taxi ranks, cobbled streets, “high speed corners”, “slippy u-turns”, “nice paths”, “nice 
route[s]” as well as highlighting shortcuts like canal paths that are routed by apps such as 
google maps.  In both cities the riders were able to annotate how the zone had grown and 
changed over time, as well as details about the roads, where the moped riders congregated, 
and where the pedestrianised area are. 
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Figure 2.  Blue circles show where a rider has identified ”secret zones” within the zone for restaurants 

and orders, with the blue dots representing where one particular rider chooses to wait to ensure he 
gets orders in those areas. 

 
One rider claimed “[I] know where the orders are gonna be” in relation to which restaurants 
and where was the best place to wait, circling three “secret zones” in central Manchester and 
placing a blue dot where he waits for orders. Whilst it’s unlikely that there are explicit secret 
zones, the clustering of work into zones and quadrants is common in clustering algorithms 
likely used by companies such as Deliveroo and UberEats for organising work and predicting 
demand. 

Working for the platforms 
A long history with the platforms matters, as your ratings and your productivity are used in 
various ways in the assignment of work and access to shifts. Stats or ratings are invisible to 
the rider. In the early days of Deliveroo (i.e. pre-2019) riders could access their performance 
ratings and the various Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that Deliveroo cared about. In the 
app riders can see their “attendance”, “late cancellation”, “super-peak participation” and 
“vehicle priority”.  In terms of these stats, Deliveroo focuses on the last 28 days. The stats 
influence a rider's access to booking slots. “Booking on” slots are available for riders to 
access via the app at 11am, 3pm, and 5pm on a Monday, allowing riders to book 1 hour 
shifts for the next week depending on a drivers rating . Riders can sign up for a maximum of 2

2 https://roocommunity.com/ssb-jan19/ 
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55 1 hour shifts in a week. Riders are notified via the app on a Sunday of what time they can 
book on Monday. The 11am and 3pm booking on slots are described as “priority access” by 
the platform and is only available to riders who have good attendance, super-peak 
participation (Friday, Saturday, Sunday between 19:00-21:00), and avoid late cancelations of 
booked on slots (e.g. cancelling within 24hrs of a shift). These shifts are limited to a number 
of riders (100 was the number of riders thrown around at the workshop, but no participant 
seems to know definitively). Those with priority access will often take all the super-peak 
shifts, making it difficult for those without priority access to ever access these shifts. Riders 
in Manchester emphasised that any lateness, non-attendance, cancelling orders and late 
cancellation of shifts all had a negative impact on “priority access” to booking onto slots. 
These riders also seemed to think that the last 14 days were the most important in terms of 
stats. There is also a cap of 35 slots that a rider can book onto (35 was the maximum shared 
in the workshop, but according to Deliveroo a rider can book on up to 55 1hr slots per week3

).  
 
Super-peak participation gives riders in certain areas boosts to their per order payments, 
meaning that riders are more eager to work in these periods of peak busyness as they are 
likely to get paid more . Since July 2019 vehicle priority has also factored into “priority 4

access” with “more efficient” vehicles (e.g. mopeds, cars) making it easier to gain “priority 
access” . It was shared in the York and Manchester workshop that those on mopeds and 5

motorbikes received priority and better pay than those ride bicycles. 
 
It is also of note that some stats travel between zones/cities, and some don’t. This means 
that getting bad ratings in one zone/city doesn’t impact your ability to work in other 
cities/zones. In fact, working in other zones/cities can net you access to priority booking 
slots. 
 
A frustrating part of negative rating for riders is that there is no feedback to contextualise the 
rating (e.g. what job it relates to, what happened, why they’ve received a negative rating). 
 
The riders discussed the best times to be logged in. The two main times for logging in are 
the lunch rush at around 12:00-15:00 (riders disagreed in Manchester about exact timings, 
one say 12:00-15:00, the other 11:00-14:00) and around evening meals at 17:00-21:00 (or 
18:00-22:00). A typical working day in York is between 11:30-23:00 with a noticeable drop in 
orders between 15:00-17:00. For UberEats riders the peak in work is between 19:00-02:00 
in York. 
 
Free login arrived as a replacement to the booking system in January 2020 across many 
areas in which Deliveroo operates. This meant that overnight, anyone was able to login at 
any time in any zone and pick up work. The previous model of booking on slots, and building 
up enough reputation to get early times to book on slots limited the number of workers that 
were working in a patch at any time. It was estimated that 100 workers could be logged in at 
once in Manchester and now this was infinite. The increased competition for work was felt by 

3 https://roocommunity.com/self-serve-booking-fpd/ 
4 https://roocommunity.com/fee-boost-incentive/ 
5 https://inews.co.uk/news/uk/deliveroo-rider-work-delivery-switch-car-drivers-motorbikes-314549 
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all riders, impacting their income. It was acknowledged by riders who’d been working for the 
platform for 2+ years that the drop rate (e.g. pay per job) has progressively got worse over 
time, and that free login has impacted their weekly income negatively. In York it was 
highlighted that under free login, riders could be stood next to each, yet have completely 
different levels of busyness. 
 
Under the booking system, free login existed. In this context it allowed riders to log into the 
app on days where they don’t have a slot and work anyway if there’s demand for it. Whilst 
free log in might mean less “super hours” for riders, riders on free login can stay signed on 
for longer (E.g. 9 hours) and potentially make more money. The arrival of free login was also 
a motivator for several participants to work across multiple apps/platforms (referred to as 
“multi-apping”) at the same time (e.g. UberEats, Deliveroo). 
 

 
A rider at Manchester described being able to tell who was “old school”, describing them as 
“square boys”, describing the newer and second wave riders who were on-boarded more 
recently as “rhombus” because of their differences in the shapes of the bags provided by the 
platform (see Figure 3). Those who had worked for the platform for several years had the 
original cube bags that are more rigid, whilst the newer riders have a more flexible bag that 
can be compressed and are rhombus like when seen from the side view.  
In York the bag was highlighted as a problem, with one rider stating that they needed better 
bags. In the older box bags it’s common for food to fall over and spill, as the orders can 
easily topple due to how large the box bags are in comparison to the relatively small orders. 
The riders shared tales of specific restaurants (e.g. Wagamama’s, Ask Italia) where lids and 
poor container design meant that things like soups would always spill in the bag. 
 
One participant at Manchester described working in London and leveraging free login to 
improve their booking slots in Manchester. There were also some discrepancies between 
riders, those who’d been riding for longer had memories of more lucrative shifts and jobs, 
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3a) The original “square” bags. Source: 
https://roocommunity.com/category/info/  

3b) The newer “rhombus” bags post-2018 
Source: http://deliveroorider.com/category/kit 

 

Figure 3. Bags change over time. The bag or box a rider has is a mark of how long they have 
been working for the platform. 

https://roocommunity.com/category/info/
http://deliveroorider.com/category/kit


and commented on the deterioration of the wage and the negative impact of free login. 
Wage envy also was mentioned, with riders being civil and chatty, but conversations of 
wages leading to increased levels of animosity between riders. 
 
Riders are paid on a weekly basis, with their pay slips (more like invoices) being delivered 
via email. The app shows riders breakdowns of jobs and payments. This can be broken 
down into daily, weekly and monthly. 
 
If a rider is banned or dismissed they lose access to detailed breakdowns of their work. This 
was described as particularly problematic by the ex-rider in Manchester as you can’t easily 
get access to all the details that you need for you tax self assessment . 6

 
The riders showed an appreciation that the platform gave them access to work in a range of 
places, making it easy to move around the country and part of Europe to work. Frustrations 
were shared over Deliveroo (and other platforms) not wanting to help train or develop 
workers. Deliveroo’s power to give small businesses access to the market was seen as a 
good thing in Manchester. The riders also had an in-depth knowledge of Editions kitchens 
and how these sites were being used to disrupt the market. The riders all seem to think that 
there’s lots of useful info that can be taken from the app/platform, and have a range of ways 
of capturing snapshot of this data themselves (e.g. screenshots, photos, using Google Maps 
and Strava) 

Late Food 
All riders provided stories of times that they were left waiting in restaurants due to food not 
being ready when they arrive. In some cases restaurants choose to not start preparing the 
food until the rider arrives, in other cases riders are just well positioned in the city and 
therefore arrive at the restaurants quickly. For the rider this is frustrating as any time stood 
around impacts their hourly rate.  
 
Workers are the face of deliveroo,  they get the blame if the food is late or if there is 
something wrong with the order. Food arriving late is an issue as some customers may 
choose to rate riders negatively and leave negative reviews, impacting how the algorithm 
treats riders. In some cases this leads to customers being hostile towards riders at the point 
of delivery. In Manchester it was discussed that the time provided to customers does not 
include the time for food to be prepared, which was particularly frustrating where  

Multi-apping 
With York in particular multi-apping had become the norm for several of the riders who were 
attempting to boost their hourly rate and mitigate food preparation delays by completing 
multiple orders at once or completing orders for other platforms whilst the food is being 
prepared. Due to the proximity of orders and the proximity of restaurants in York, chaining 
several deliveries together is easy. The riders who do this expressed that multi-apping brings 

6 This who are self-employed in the UK are required to fill in an annual tax self-assessment on income 
over £1000 in a tax year (April - March). 
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an additional anxiety to the job. When UberEats started in York in 2017 their pay rates were 
better, which attracted some riders over to the platform. 

Varying interaction flows across platforms 
Varying platforms provide riders with different information when they are choosing whether 
to accept a job or not. For example, in the Deliveroo app a workers can see where they are 
delivering to, but not where they’re picking up from. Uber on the other hand, you can see 
where you’re picking up from (and the distance to the destination) but not the specific 
address for the delivery. 

Recruitment, Onboarding and Zone Captains 
Rider leads are riders who are paid to help onboard new riders. In a particular zone there will 
be a number of rider leads who test basic cycling proficiency of Deliveroo riders, provide 
them with their rider kit and sign them off so they can begin work for the platform. Prior to 
free login it was possible to onboarded in multiple cities, with some riders at York and 
Manchester utilising this to work whilst on holidays, or get preferential rates by working in 
different cities. Rider leads would get paid extra for their role. In the UK the recruitment 
process for Deliveroo is now fully automated, meaning that rider leads no longer exist. 
 
There are referral bonuses for recruiting new riders to the platforms. 
 
Zone captains were discussed by some of the longer term riders at the York workshop. Zone 
captains are not riders and fill what was seen by riders as an informal role. Zone captains 
would manage the shifts of the riders in a zone, recruit new restaurants for the zone, 
manage tablets and their replacements at restaurants, and help launch new zones. It is 
unclear what the impact of free login has been on zone captains in the UK now that 
Deliveroo has a large market share. 

Being banned and disciplinary action 

There was mutual agreement, and anecdotes shared about how easy it was for different 
platforms to switch you off for any reason. Getting fired is impersonal and seems automated. 
Riders receive an email saying you are sacked and have 1 week notice, but in practice the 
app still may work for sometime afterwards.  

The ex-rider attending the Manchester workshop said that they worked for 3 weeks after 
receiving the email firing them. He recalled bad relationships with owners and managers at 
restaurants. In particular a toastie shop that had him waiting 20 mins. He left and cancelled 
the order, and thinks they reported him, hence the firing. The same ex-rider described issues 
that have impacted his customer ratings previously, where lids from the takeaway containers 
provided by Wagamama's sometimes opened in transit because of their poor design. He had 
a complaint from a customer even though they had a refund and the poor container designer 
is not a reflection of his work. The same participant claimed that it was rigged, that he had 
free login in 2017 when he started but was put onto booking in April 2018 in what he thinks 
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was a response to a complaint after he accidentally spilt food in a “fancy apartment”. He 
shared with us that temporarily being put on booking and bans were used as punishments. 

There seems to be a power issue here between the platform and the worker in that there is 
no recourse for sacking, no appeal, no human apparent in the process. This worker had to 
immediately find other work at short notice (1 week). 

Complaints from customers and restaurants can impact riders’ wages, contributing to 
reduced ratings impacting when they can book on for shifts leading to less preferred shifts 
(e.g. missing out on Super rates on Friday-Sunday evenings) or possibly leading to a firing 
depending on the nature of the complaint. 

"If I tell deliveroo I have a bad knee they might deactivate my account" - This seem to be half 
joke and half real worry about how arbitrary Deliveroo are with terminating workers. 
Deactivation seemed random to some riders. 

Riders also shared that bans would happen if your phone is in developer mode, or any 
suspicion of hacking the apps or GPS. It is possible to spoof GPS via developer mode, or by 
tunnelling a phone through a Raspberry PI to spoof the location. To do this riders require 
some tech skills. 

Customer reviews (thumbs up, thumbs down) for UberEats are shown to the riders in the 
app. Twenty thumbs downs leads to a suspension of the account. 

Attitudes and awareness 

The riders at York were cynical about the CEO of Deliveroo, Will Shu, stating that his claims 
of being a rider at the start of Deliveroo was all PR speak and that he is an investment 
banker. One particular rider at the York workshop who claimed to know a worker at the 
Deliveroo office and had more detailed knowledge of the inner workings of Deliveroo’s 
operation shared that the platform’s take is 30% plus VAT from the restaurant and from the 
delivery fee paid by the customer, taking all profits above the £1.50 paid per drop to the 
rider. 
 
Riders also commented that the professional tech people that build and maintain the 
platform aren’t interested in hearing about the impact of their decisions on the workers. 
 
It was shared that UberEats monitor the performance of riders/drivers who get flagged. 
UberEats also were said to scaremonger riders around GPS and sent automated emails to 
riders. 
 
It was clear that the riders were paranoid about who is watching and about their own privacy. 
 
Some riders at York were surprised at the lack of backlash against platforms like Deliveroo. 
To them it didn’t seem like the public cared, whilst riders were and are vocal and actively 
taking legal action against the platforms. 
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There was some frustration about the difference in on-boarding time between Deliveroo and 
UberEats. Deliveroo only takes around 4 days from application to start work (this may vary) 
versus Uber that was described as a lengthy application process with a long wait at the end.  

Understanding the app 
The rider who knew people who worked directly for the platform seemed to have a more in 
depth technical knowledge of the platform. He shared with us that the app gathers GPS data 
every 2 seconds, and that the device cashes GPS data for 30 seconds on the phone. From 
this the platforms are able to work out average times and speeds. These analytics also allow 
for the “Still Waiting” button to pop up on riders devices whilst they are waiting to collect an 
order. 

Beta testers 
The riders felt that the platform and the app was constantly changing and in a state of 
perpetual beta, that they have to be aware of and keep adapting to the changes made by the 
developers (e.g. moving from booking on to free login). The app and the platform is 
developing new features, algorithms, and  interfaces for all stakeholders who use the 
platform (e.g.  customers, workers, and the restaurants).  

The (in)dependent contractor mentality 
The participants who attended the workshop work and ride hard for the money they make - 
working across platforms, and for 8+ hour days. They all enjoy cycling and are physically fit 
and healthy. 30-50 miles of riding (avg 1-2 miles each leg, per job) a day is the norm, with 
busy days getting up to 70+ miles in both cities. A 9 hour day is a long day for riders. One 
participant in York has bikes in multiple cities and showed us Strava traces of when he used 
an eBike to push over 100 miles in a day. Those doing it for part time work (2 of the 10 
attendees) would set personal goals or targets (e.g. N hours logged in, £N at the end of the 
week). Apps like google maps and Strava were used by riders to work out how much time 
they’d spent on the bike moving, details that the Deliveroo app does not provide to riders. 
 
It’s possible for riders to make £100 a day from ~25 drops. Mileage and drop rates vary 
depending on zone, time of day, number of riders logged in, and distance travelled. When it 
comes to accepting orders, there are different attitudes depending on whether a rider is full 
time, using it as a stop gap between jobs or working part time. Full time workers seem to be 
more calculated and savvy about which jobs they accept, focusing more on the amount of 
money per minute, whereas more casual riders and part timers are more likely to accept all 
jobs they are given. Knowing the right moment to be in the system and predict when peaks 
in work may be as well as “Boosts” and “Super Peaks” where drop rates are temporarily 
increased by the platform in response to high demand can yield higher pay. The more 
experienced riders also know that bad weather means that a portion of riders will go home 
early or stop entirely. Those who are prepared to stay out in those conditions are likely to get 
more orders at higher drop rates. 
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Riders discussed rejecting orders based on a balance of a number of factors including: the 
distance being too far; the order itself (what food is it? Will it spill?); the restaurant (where is 
the restaurant? Will the keep me waiting?); and, the fee they are being offered. It was 
claimed in the workshop that Deliveroo treat you better if you don’t accept the order in the 
first place. Some riders choose to accept an order and peak at the details that aren’t shown 
when they are offered it so that they can more information and make a judgement call on 
whether to do the job or not. 
 
Some jobs will be rejected in a chain by multiple riders, who know that the job is too far 
away. This leads to the platform gradually boosting the pay each time the order is rejected 
until a rider accepts. In the case of this, riders have no idea of how long the food has been 
waiting at the restaurant when they pick it up. If the food is cold this may get taken out on the 
rider. 
 
If there is any food left over because of cancelled orders, lateness, or errors from the 
restaurants all riders would eat it. At the York workshop the riders all laughed and joked 
about how quickly they would consume the food in these events. 
 
All attendees were aware of benefits and pitfalls of being a self employed/independent 
contractor, including doing their own taxes, expenses, and managing their work. Perhaps 
surprisingly for such casual work, most people claimed to pay tax (build up credit score, pay 
into benefits). The more full time, the more likely they were to pay, as well as claim tax relief 
where appropriate (e.g. wear and tear of the bicycle at 20p per mile). Some used apps like 
Strava to log their mileage for accountability and for tax relief purposes. Some attendees 
were not aware that they could claim 20p per mile in their tax return.  
 
One attendee had been interviewed for the paper. The Deliveroo press team requested that 
the attendee "please contact us first before agreeing to interviews in the future", his 
response was "fuck off, im self employed Ill talk to who i want". 
 
In terms of breaks, they don’t actively take them whilst signed into a shift. They see the time 
that they spend in the restaurant waiting for orders, or whilst waiting for new jobs to come in 
as breaks. Some restaurants allow riders to use their customer toilets. This makes their 
riding much more like High intensity/interval training with short breaks between riding flat out. 
When they get on the bike, the endorphins skyrocket and they love the rush. 
 
One rider had recently been interviewed on the radio about what it is like to be gig economy 
courier. He shared a frustration that people don’t understand that they are dependant 
contractors and that it’s tough translating the realities of the work to non-couriers, particularly 
around employment rights and pay. He said that he compared the work to that of contract 
workers such as builders, who are able to go out and get their own work and quote their own 
rates, whilst gig economy couriers are completely dependant on the platforms for access to 
work whilst these platforms set the rates of pay. 
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Covering your own back 
The riders all discussed covering their own backs, both legally and practically, by doing their 
own taxes and carrying spares for their bikes, etc.  
 
Being ready to take on legal challenges in a city could mean the difference between getting 
£50 fines or not for cycling in pedestrianised areas as the police were not lenient with riders, 
as “they should know better”. Fines in the pedestrianised city centre of York was fairly 
common if riders were caught not riding and not pushing their bikes, meaning that being 
prepared to engage with Police in an appropriate manner.  
 
Practical readiness meant looking out for their own safety and income, for example not 
working in certain areas, or avoiding certain roads. It also meant protecting themselves from 
the platform in some cases. One rider shared their experience where they caught out a 
fraudulent order. The rider was running a little late on a delivery in York and text the 
customer on-route to let them know that he was running late.. The customer replied saying 
they were on holiday and not in York. The rider reported the fraudulent activity to Deliveroo 
via their call centre. The operators at the call centre cancelled the order. Upon this 
cancellation the order disappeared from the rider’s account entirely, meaning that he 
wouldn’t get paid for the work. The rider called back the call centre to complain and find out 
where the job had gone from his account and he was told that the order didn’t exist. This 
particular rider had taken photos of the food at collection, had his GPS route, and screen 
shots of the order in the app.  At the time of the workshop the rider had not been 
compensated for the job after submitting his claim. 
 
His advice was to always take photos of orders and use location tracking on photos to add 
extra weight when you need to claim for missing work. 
 
A rider in York mentioned that in London there is a scheme that you riders can pay to 
subscribe to that utilises city wide CCTV. As part of the subscription riders have a radio and 
can call into the service if they are under threat. The service captures the incident and 
contacts the authorities.  
 
Doing their own taxes and self assessments and realising the extent of the costs of their 
work was a shared experience. Deliveroo offers a paid for service via a platform for worker 
incentives/discounts that contractors have access to. This was unfavoured at the York 
workshop (and unmentioned in Manchester) as it was seen as another opportunity for 
Deliveroo to squeeze more money out of the riders. Similarly the “benefits and discounts” 
packages they offer, alongside packages such as vehicle hire and insurance, were seen as 
a scam to get money out of the riders. 
 
Some riders use gopros attached to their bikes or helmets for accountability and catching 
other road users causing incidents with riders (taxis were the given example). Crime reports 
with video footage can be uploaded to the police incase of hit and runs. One rider at the York 
workshop brought what he described as “spy glasses” to the workshop. These were 
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sunglasses that contain concealed cameras. He said that he’d use them in cases where he 
felt at risk from other road users or customers. The same rider also spoke of a subscription 
scheme in London for £5 a week where the rider receives a shortwave radio and can call for 
assistance. The scheme is hooked into the array of CCTV across London and helps riders if 
they are attacked or robbed, or if they see a crime they can report it and get access to the 
footage. He mentioned that this was in part in response to the murder of Deliveroo rider in 
London in 2019. 

Reducing time and risks 
When considering the working lives of riders in both cities a number of similarities were 
articulated. Every minute on the bike matters to the rider, as minutes sat still are unpaid. This 
means that building an internal map of the city is essential as getting smart to shortcuts, 
avoiding hills (riding round them, declining jobs at the tops of hills), and smart routing 
through cities etc is key to completing jobs quickly. These decisions are made by the riders, 
in their heads, as they traverse the city. Animosity was felt by all riders, where they would 
get grief from particular restaurants and from certain restaurant staff, meaning that 
maintaining relationships with individuals working at restaurants is key. This grief in one case 
was thought to have led to a dismissal of one the participants.  
 
Bending traffic rules and getting away with less than safe maneuvers seemed to be part of 
the job for some so that deliveries could be completed quickly. Riders commented that this 
gave them the upper hand compared to moped riders and those in cars, who have to use 
roads, especially one way streets. Jumping over central reservations, cycling in no cycling 
zones, and going the wrong way in one-way systems were all mentioned in the workshop. 
 
Couriers have to be wary of tram tracks and road conditions such as bad surfaces, gravel, 
resurfaced roads. They also have to consider construction work, and works on roads and 
pavements when picking their routes. On top of this some riders learn to predict lights, and in 
some cases run red lights to save time. In Manchester the relationship with other cyclists is 
sometimes tense, with commuters shouting “red light” at couriers who run red lights. 
Knowing the order of the lights and jumping them was seen as necessary to get the job done 
as quickly as possible, with safety being assumed because of their knowledge of the roads 
and light changes. Getting pulled over for dangerous driving will net a rider a £50 fine. 
 
Incidents with pedestrians were shared at both workshops. Pedestrians were described as 
stupid, due to them not looking when they’re in the road or start crossing at unsafe places 
and times. In Manchester for example it’s common for people to step into cycle lanes on 
Oxford Road throughout the day, particularly by those who were intoxicated and therefore, 
more accident prone. Sharing the road with taxis was also seen as a difficulty, as taxi drivers 
pull over and pull out without checking their mirrors for cyclists. Riders have to be careful of 
HGVs and construction vehicles, and drivers of certain cars who don’t indicate when turning. 
Staying vigilant to these kinds of risks is crucial for completing jobs quickly.  
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Figure 4. The junction of Blake Street in York where taxi drivers wait for fares and capture moped 

riders breaking road traffic laws 
 

In York taxi drivers use dash cams against moped couriers who take shortcuts and breaking 
road traffic laws. Taxi drivers wait at a particular junction of Blake Street, a one-way road, 
and catch moped couriers going the wrong way down the one-way street and submitting this 
footage to the police. This surprised Ben and Oliver as this lack of class solidarity, where 
everyone isn’t watching out for each other, sat in conflict with our assumptions of those 
working in similar gig economy jobs. 
 
Public transport was also seen as a risk. In Manchester experiences with buses were mixed, 
with some drivers acknowledging (e.g. waving to riders) and others more unaware of their 
presence on the roads and in the cycle lanes. Riders learn the bus routes eventually so they 
can tell if it is worth overtaking a bus, based on how many stops are coming up and whether 
it’s turning. In Manchester tram lines are a death trap. Everybody has come off their bikes on 
the tram tracks when a wheel slips into the groove and throws them off. 
 
Riders have to be ready to predict anything as they rush from job to job. 

Risks for female riders 
Whilst there was no female riders present in the end, we still enquired at the York workshop 
where a number of the riders were actively organising union activity and spokespeople 
whether they could comment on the risks that female riders face. 
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It was shared that female riders have been the victim of harassment, coercion and threats 
from restaurant workers (managers) and customers. This was usually done by unsolicited 
text messages and phone calls, and is only possible because the riders number is shared 
via the apps with both the restaurant and the customers. 

Difference between cities, communities and communication 
The geography, urban landscape and the transport network in each city have unique 
characteristics that impact the work of riders and the choices that they make. The riders in 
Manchester were of the mentality that helping the platform be more effective would help 
them get more work. Jumping red lights was seen as part of the job in Manchester (Other 
cyclists shout "red light" but they can "fuck off mate". They assess risk, know exactly the light 
order, so are able to tell when to not cut), whilst the York riders rolled their eyes and sighed 
at the idea of riders jumping lights. 
 
Further in the workshop it seemed that there was a shared feeling among some of the riders 
that rider etiquette mattered as when they’ve got the bag on they’re representing the whole 
rider community. In York for example, it’s both a smaller city, and a more tightly knit 
community, where relations and tensions between riders and other road users are more 
pertinent that in Manchester due to a difference in scale of city and number of riders. From 
the York participants a more community oriented outlook on the city was shared, where they 
wanted to work with the local council to get access to pedestrianised areas during the day 
(there is a large market square and area in York that a number of restaurants are in). In 
York, it was shared that taxi drivers would stop and help riders if there was a road traffic 
accident, whilst other Taxi drivers would film (with dash cams) moped riders breaking road 
traffic laws to traverse the city more quickly (e.g. driving the wrong way up a one way street) 
meaning that maintain relationships was important for the community. 
 
Another example of risk stemmed from harassment from people on the streets (e.g. being 
harassed from city dwellers shouting “Deliverpoo”), though this was only mentioned in York. 
This led to the participant using an unbranded heat proof bag to disguise the branding.  
 
Geography is a large factor in this. Whilst discussing other cities that the riders had worked 
in as well as working whilst on vacation  it was mentioned that Leeds  and London  is more 7 8 9

similar to Manchester. Bigger, more dense cities mean more hustling and more lights to 
contend with. York is a weird city in terms of Deliveroo, since it is small, and quite local. Lots 
of people in York work in hospitality and tourism so there was also a sense of class 
solidarity. A reason for one particular rider to live in Leeds and work in York is that the drop 
rates (pay) is better in York than Leeds. He commutes by train. 
 

7 One rider reflected on working in Bordeaux, another in Amsterdam and Blackpool. One York 
participant shared that he had worked in 37 cities. It seems common to take your work on holiday. 
In Bordeaux, Rudy mentioned there were many more local independent restaurants and that was the 
main use of the app. In MCR it is nearly always chain food. 
8 One of the York participants lives in Leeds and works in both York and Leeds. 
9 One rider who travelled from Aberdeen to York has worked for Deliveroo around Europe in 37 cities, 
including London and Rome.  
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At the Manchester workshop there was some discussion of riders who were working illegally 
or breaking the terms and conditions of the platform (e.g. logging on as a cyclist and then 
being in a car with several others doing deliveries) and tarnishing the reputation of other 
riders in the city. One rider in particular wanted the platform to do more to combat this, to be 
more responsible and do better checks on riders, specifically around who they hire, and 
punish those who were blatantly breaking the terms and conditions. The same rider showed 
frustration at “that polish guy” who rode a derestricted ebike.  

York’s pedestrianised zones and council priorities 
York’s pedestrianised zone was a point of contention for the riders working in the city. 
Between 10.30am and 5pm, seven days a week, York’s central area ‘the footstreets’ is 
closed to all vehicles. The riders talked about how riders were treated in this area by police 
and traffic wardens. If riders were caught on their bike in the zone, even hanging off it on one 
side riding with one foot, they faced a £50 spot fine for cycling in a pedestrianised area. 
Some wardens are more lenient towards courier cyclists than others. Many restaurants and 
local businesses that riders service are situated in this area, meaning that pushing and 
walking across the whole area can add valuable minutes onto delivery times, and impact 
their pay.  
 
The riders in York were frustrated that other cyclists (non couriers) were treated more 
leniently by wardens, being asked to get off their bikes, whilst riders were spot fined because 
“[they] should know better”. A further point of tension surrounding this was that Royal Mail, 
who are privately owned company, are allowed to ride bikes in the pedestrianised zone and 
drive vans during these hours, yet couriers have to dismount in this zone. 
 
The riders discussed lobbying the local council for more leniency towards riders in uniforms, 
or the use of ID for couriers so that wardens would allow couriers to pass freely in the zone. 
 
The riders had observed that the council were happy to improve the city centre for tourists, 
yet there was nowhere for motorbikes to park, and as just described it is not a particularly 
cycle courier friendly area. 
 
‘The footstreets’ in the centre of York hosts regular markets and a large Christmas market. 
During the Christmas markets the council removes the bike racks, that riders use to secure 
their bikes, to make room for more market stalls. In 2020 it had got to March and the council 
still hadn’t reinstalled the bike racks. These racks are used by riders when servicing the 
numerous businesses in the city centre.  

Solidarity, in different forms 
When discussing the strikes solidarity was discussed in different forms and extents. For 
example, Manchester attendees showed knowledge of the strikes but we’re complacent and 
not convinced by their impact (e.g. the Valentines Day Strikes). They did however take the 
time off, but did not directly participate in the strike. In York the attendees discussed the 
targeting of Wagamanas on Valentines day causing orders to stack up being delayed for 
hours. This led to some animosity in the facebook group as one rider (not in attendance) 
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ended up accepting a large number of the orders and not participating in the collective 
action. 
 
In York there is some solidarity between riders and taxi drivers when it comes to justice and 
accountability. One rider working in York described events of taxi drivers witnessing a road 
traffic accident where a pedestrian walked out into the road in front of the rider and sent the 
rider over their handlebars. The taxi driver, who was between jobs, helped the rider until the 
authorities came and sent them the footage captured from their dashcam.  

Seasonal Shifts 
In York, the seasonal shifts are felt as more workers come home over summer from 
University and login to the app. It was also shared that in York Summer lulls occur when 
people order less take away food due to BBQs and more social evenings out.  

Pride in the Work 
The riders showed various degrees of pride in their work. At the both workshops attendees 
shared best practices with each other and shared lots of route tips in the room (“have you 
been across this park?” “this route cuts out that main road”, etc). Researchers wonder where 
this might NOT happen in other cities. 
 
One participant in York boasted about the collection of (20) tickets they had for cycling in the 
time-limited pedestrianised zone of York city centre, to the dismay of the others who would 
actively avoid getting fines by getting off their bikes and not just trying their luck.  

Conspiracies and folktales about the platform 
From both workshops there were a number of stories shared that can be broadly categorised 
as “conspiracies and folktales”. These stories were mostly about how the riders thought the 
platform worked and its impacts on the riders. This wasn’t a surprise, as platforms such as 
Deliveroo or UberEats are what software engineers would describe as “blackboxes” where 
the input and output of the system are known, but the logic behind a particular output or 
outcome are completely opaque. These opaque design choices were discussed between the 
researchers during the workshop debrief.  

Spontaneous orders by proximity 
One rider described having been waiting for an order and then another rider arriving and 
getting a job even though they had been waiting longer. Riders reflected that it was almost 
as if Deliveroo wanted to stop riders talking to each other. Another rider said that Uber 
actively asks riders not to hang around and wait in groups as "it interferes with the GPS". 
This may be to avoid workers gathering, talking and organising.  
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Cheated by untrustworthy apps 
When discussing the Uber app riders revealed they initially receive a higher quoted payment 
based on the distance and route that the app had provided. When riders accepted a job they 
were then paid less because the route that they took was ½ mile shorter. Riders felt cheated 
by the app. It seems that it is valuable to know that making more short-distance deliveries 
will earn you more money than fewer long-distance deliveries, given that they were losing 
pay related to varying mileage.  

Finding glitches 
Some riders choose to use some of their abundant free time to explore the app and find 
potential glitches. For example early on they found one where you could leave some 
message visible (do you want to log out y/n) and still get paid an hourly rate and get no 
orders assigned. 

Special treatment and prioritising particular modes of transport 
It was described by riders that their historical relationship and standing with the platform 
related to booking shifts. Riders agreed that if you have history with a platform, you have 
better stats and therefore it makes booking slots easier due to there being parameters that 
need to be met for getting priority booking slots for choosing which shifts you want to work. 
With periods where riders are paid premium rates, described as “Super Peaks” occurring 
6-9pm Friday-Sunday, those who can book onto those slots earlier have an advantage over 
those who are new to the platform or those who do not have immaculate ratings. There was 
some disagreement about whether it was the last 28 or 14 days worth of history that were 
considered for priority booking. It was universally shared that mopeds and cars were 
prioritised for jobs because they can travel further. 

Favoritism and the power of restaurants and the platform 

Sometimes on some days, the work just lines up too nicely. “It’s like I was part of a game”. 
One of the riders was convinced that people in the Deliveroo office would choose specific 
riders and then have competitions, like playing with game avatars. It was alleged that The 
Foundry (Deliveroo Editions) has a deliveroo employee that can manually assign specific 
riders. This might be used to check up on people, or to play favourites. 

Gaming the system by working in different areas 

They can game the system by going to other zones, building up their peak hours, which 
results in easier jobs in the future. Prior to free login, riders could accelerate their standing 
by working in different cities to boost their chances of getting earlier slots for booking on (e.g. 
working in free login zones London whilst on a vacation, this work leading to an increasing 
rating/standing with the platform, leading to access to better slots working in Manchester). 
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Our Reflection on conspiracies and folktales  
To us as researchers it seems that these design choices are deliberate, building in 
unnecessary uncertainty and stress into already laborious work. The “folk tales” paint a 
picture of a platform that is complicit in keeping their workers guessing at the inner workings, 
whilst stringing them along job-to-job with no certainty of when they will get another job, or 
how getting more work is triggered. Digital technology could be designed to serve the needs 
of the worker, yet, repeatedly during the workshops it was raised that changes were made in 
the platform made the workers experiences and pay worse over time. 

Bikes get stolen, and that’s a cost of the job 
Riders in both groups, regardless of the city that they worked in, noted that having their bikes 
stolen was a shared experience and a cost that you workers had to take into account. Bikes 
were more likely to get stolen from outside particular restaurants and in particular areas. 
Riders present at the workshops listed the bikes that they’d owned over 1-4 years of working 
for platforms, and 8/10 shared stories of having bikes stolen. Only the lucky ones would see 
the bike again. During the workshop, as reported on Whatsapp, a fellow rider’s bike was 
stolen in Edinburgh, and within 1 minute they had an offer to be lent a replacement bike from 
another member of the Whatsapp group. These Whatsapp groups are also useful for riders 
to recover stolen bikes. 

Whatsapp and social media as a valuable resource 
Whilst the riders’ use of Whatsapp wasn’t a focus of the workshops, the research team were 
aware about the extensive use of Whatsapp groups for organising union action, caring for 
others in the community and sharing stories. 
 
In York our recruitment success was a result of our workshop advert being shared via one of 
the many Deliveroo Rider Whatsapp groups. Through connections developed in York with a 
rider our advert had reached riders across the UK, with some travelling from as far as 
Aberdeen and Edinburgh to participate in our workshop. Unfortunately the rider from 
Aberdeen decided not to travel to the workshop due to the rising spread of COVID-19 in the 
UK. 
 
In York, access to the Whatsapp group is shared via QR codes either shared by riders or put 
up as posters/flyers in supportive restaurants and by supportive restaurant workers. 
 
During the workshop the researchers were regaled with stories of solidarity, sharing, and 
support via Whatsapp in particular. As mentioned above regarding finding a replacement 
bike in a hurry, Whatsapp groups were a place where the community would support each 
other as well as share information. 
 
The primary story shared about Facebook was focused on a heated exchange on the group 
when one rider decided to not join the strike action in York, picking up numerous  orders and 
stating this in the group.  
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In Manchester the riders were aware of the groups but were less involved, with the ex-rider 
stating that he didn’t participate in any of social media of Whatsapp groups. 

COVID-19 
These workshops took place in the second week of March, during a critical point of 
increased spread of COVID-19 in the UK. Three prospective workshop attendees cancelled 
citing COVID-19, with one rider indicating that they weren’t comfortable using public 
transport in light of the pandemic. Through recruitment and organising we messaged the 
attendees giving them confidence that there was no pressure for them to attend given the 
circumstances of the global pandemic.  
 
The research team made the choice to not include any tasks relating to COVID-19 as it was 
felt that it was a) too soon to predict the impact on gig economy courier work, and b) 
concerns of the research team that the whole workshop might become entirely about 
COVID-19. The topic, however, emerged organically at both workshops, both in the 
icebreaker/intro activities and throughout the remaining session.  
 
The primary concerns that were aired were that their work is primarily around delivering 
meals and that they’d already seen a lull in work in York in mid March. If restaurants close, 
the work is going to become more sparse. The participants were cynical about the platform’s 
response and support for those who suffer from COVID-19 as getting proof you’re sick, or 
that you can’t work is tough when you’re “self employed”. 
 
One of the riders is a founding member of a workers cooperative for cycle couriers in York 
(The York Collective). He mentioned that there had been an immediate uptick in interest for 
the coop as local businesses were looking for ways to pivot to local deliveries of meals, food, 
and other goods. 

Miscellaneous Notes 
● Stuart in Manchester is outsourced to Deliveroo. 
● Taxes  

○ Students not paying or filing 
○ One rider used an accountant for taxes 
○ Below £1000 no tax 

● Perks and “benefits” 
○ Portfiy/Perkbox is a service that Deliveroo subsidises. For a fee riders can 

signup and get “discounted” goods and services (E.g. insurance) and 
“Benefits” packages  

○ Corporate discount 
○ For Uber you need 5K deliveries to get access 

● There was a general desire to raise standards within industry and assigning fault to 
perceived or actual Illegal operations 

○ The ex-rider in Manchester advocated spot checks for illegal workers, etc 
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■ He said that eligibility to work in the UK isn’t taken seriously 
○ Hiring out the deliveroo app to other people (Since Spring 2020 sharing the 

Deliveroo app with other riders is possible) 
○ Riders have noticed poor health and safety/ food standards in restaurant 

kitchens 
 
Researcher Reflection - It is impossible to ever capture what the platform looks like as it’s 
never static, it is always changing and developing. Deliveroo don’t even really understand 
the “complexity” of their algorithm or platform  - there’ is no static touchstone - also so many 
perspectives, the customer, the restaurant, the worker, the platform, the people employed at 
the platform 
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Reflecting on the expert perspectives of the future 
of the gig economy 
During the second half of the workshop the participants were presented with three potential 
future scenarios that will impact gig economy courier work. These three perspectives were 
“Fully Automated Luxury Food Delivery”, “Progressive Futurism”, and “Platform 
Cooperativism or Workers’ Control?” taken from Callum Cant’s 2019 book “Riding for 
Deliveroo: Resistance in the New Economy”. 

Fully automated Luxury Food Delivery 
In March 2018, a presentation given by Deliveroo to potential investors was leaked to the 
restaurant trade press. They laid out some of their objectives, these being: 
 

1. To create its own food offerings, that were personalised for customers 
2. To half the cost of food for customers  
3. To automate delivery and food production  
4. As well as doubling its profit margins. 

 
In having spent a while collating its own rich bank of food delivery and production data, 
Deliveroo now has a better sense of how, what and when people order food as well as 
frequency, timing, locations and popular food types. A part of this collection has actually 
involved separating food data from that of customer data when sharing order information 
with partnered restaurants.  
 
By making use of artificial intelligence and robots, Deliveroo hope to transform its operations 
and costs in kitchens, as well as replacing riders to ferry meals to people’s doors. In doing 
this, they foresee that the costs of making food could come down to just £1 a meal, with the 
costs of delivery also being cut to around £1.  
 
Whilst this is yet to be technically possible, advancements have been made in food 
production and delivery AI and robotics, though this is not yet seamless. For instance, Flippy 
(the AI burger flipper) was actually turned off on its first day of production, given that the 
human workers operating the rest of the production line couldn’t keep up with speed of 
production.  

Riders’ reflections 
Manchester 

- Both riders at Manchester did not think that they’d be doing this forever and were 
therefore less concerned by the prospect of full automation on them. 

- The riders in Manchester both thought that this might lead to there being no workers 
- One rider thought that this might impact immigration, reducing the number of 

people coming to the UK looking for work 
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- Both riders at Manchester felt that there was still a lot to change before this would 
become a reality. 

- They see this happening In every aspect of work life demonstrating an awareness of 
the human cost of automation and a changing job market 

- There were concerns shared over the future of work and having an income “What are 
people going to do?”  

- Riders also thought that this would lead to further consolidation of wealth, where the 
rich get richer 

 
York 

- They see that “chavs” would probably kick the small road based drones 
- The cost to build and maintain automated vehicles and drones will be high and this 

will probably lead to increases in costs for customers 
- What do workers do without work? 
- The riders felt that this was not likely to be a scenario in the near future 

- “I won’t be doing this”  
- CALI - driverless cars 
- Belfast/Dublin - drone test for food delivery 

- People are being given Deliveroo credit for helping drones 
- They didn’t like the idea of their being no workers 
- They saw that increased convenience for consumers comes from this 
- They wondered what the response would be to this from the workers 

Progressive Futurism  
Progressive futurism was proposed by Silicon Valley venture capitalist and CEO Tim 
O’Reilly, a progressive liberal. O’Reilly says he wants to play the game of business as if 
people matter.  
 
In looking into working conditions, O’Reilly noted US law dictates that when employees work 
for over 30 hours a week, employers have a responsibility to pay for a full-time benefits 
package. Rather than increasing rights, this law has led to many multi-billion dollar 
companies maintaining huge workforces on a 29-hour-a-week schedules, to ensure that they 
do not have to provide benefits packages.  
 
For O’Reilly then, the solution to this benefits issue is that all companies should become 
more like platforms. His argument goes: Uber workers can work as many hours as they 
want. Therefore, they are better off than Walmart workers trapped on 29 hours a week. So, 
working for Uber is better than working for Walmart – and so all employment should be 
reorganized along the lines of a platform.  

Riders’ reflections 
Manchester 

- Attendees at the Manchester workshop said that it was a good idea. 
- Their concerns were around scale and fairness  
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- “Does it scale?” 
- An entirely casualised workforce, but also fairer? [in terms of wages and 

access to more hours] 

Platform cooperativism or Workers’ Control? 
The current situation is that there are loads of different food delivery platforms all operating 
at once, with each hoping to increase its own market share. To increase their share, they 
provide services at a loss which is only possible due to their dependence on vast sums of 
venture capital by private investors. The hope of Deliveroo and other platforms is that these 
financial losses will lead to later market domination, and the demise of their competitors.  
 
The argument around platform cooperativism, as suggested by Trebor Scholz on the other 
hand, is that if there’s a large number of dissatisfied workers, and enough conscientious 
workers, you can connect them through a cooperative platform structure that could compete 
with these bigger market players. These cooperative structures could offer better working 
conditions, as well as offering both customers and workers with a greater degree of control. 
Given that workers already hold up the existing private platforms, the only thing required is 
the app.  
 
Which is where examples like CoopCycle come in. This coop provides the software and 
apps necessary to allow for couriers to set up their own cooperatives. To ensure that any 
resulting coops have the workers in mind, they don’t make the software open source, but 
instead have under a license they refer to as: Coopyleft. This means that any companies 
that make use of the software must use a cooperative model in which workers are 
employees, and as fitting with the definition of social economy actors as defined by the EU.  
 

Rider’s reflections 
 
Manchester 

- The riders liked the idea of opening up the system to more riders and enabling 
transparency and trust in the data and algorithms 

- Such an organisational shift would also mean being able to trust the management 
- For the restaurants there’s a need to buy into it 

- The big restaurant chains already forfeit profit to keep market share by going 
through the main platforms 

- If the coop makes a loss, who gets hurt? 
- Are unskilled workers able to do this? There’s a barrier to entry 

- Starting from scratch - Building, maintaining relationships with customers and 
restaurants 

- Branding, values and cultural differences maybe an issue for riders and for 
restaurants.  

- The examples that exist only focus on local economies meaning that the riders can’t 
just go work anywhere  
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York 

- It was shared that “couriers aren’t interested in food tech”, they want to ride their 
bikes and get paid to do work as a courier 

- Instead it was “the Devs” that pushed courier pushed towards ecommerce and 
platforms 

- Covid-19 
- Are regular deliveries going to keep going? 

- Indy York - we do deliveries for them 
- Supporting local companies, e.g. Dry cleaners, independent and local 

businesses who aren’t on major platforms, covering food and non food goods 
- The kinds of people getting involved in these organisations (in the UK at least) tend 

to be those who are educated and more the middle-upper class types. 
- Being part of such an organisation does open couriers up to other markets such as 

doing charity or pro bono jobs in between paid jobs which help the local community 
- Mutual relationships in the local economy where restaurants and workers work 

together  

Codesigning prototypes for the future 
In the final session of the workshop researchers guided participants through an ideation 
activity. The researchers and participants developed a number of design briefs for prototype 
sociotechnical responses that would be valuable to riders, through sketching, storyboarding 
and workshopping concepts building on the discussions from previous sessions in the 
workshop. 
 
Whilst the participants in Manchester saw individual gains (making more money) from apps 
and data was an interesting area to design new applications and responses in York it was 
more about sharing and solidarity as a community of riders. 
 
A number of potential apps and technologies were discussed in both the co-design activity 
as well as during the initial sessions with riders. The ideas, apps and research reflections are 
summarised as follows: 
 

A mapping app for couriers (Manchester) 
Riders have different requirements when it comes to routing applications and navigating 
cities. They are also able to traverse cities in different ways from cars and vans. Most apps 
such as Google maps don’t show canal paths that riders can use. Riders in Manchester 
suggested that maybe there could be a mapping app tailored to couriers showing back 
roads, less hilly options, road closures, cycle paths, where to cross roads safely, and one 
way systems.  
 
Such an app could also help riders working in new/different areas consider the mileage they 
might cover, and busy areas by including heatmaps or data similar to the annotations of 
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Ordnance Survey maps made by riders in the workshop. Crowdsourcing information and 
overlaying this on such a map, including data on restaurants, routes, and zones, could help 
riders make valuable decisions when working. 
 

Design bikes specifically for cycle couriers (Manchester, York) 
A bike that is specifically designed for the toil of 9 hour days, in all weathers, for courier 
work. The bike would have to be low cost, hard to steal, include an emergency stop, lights 
(and other components) that aren’t able to be stolen, fun to ride, assisted but cheap and 
easy to fix, have a comfy saddle, prevent knee pain, and be long lasting and hard wearing to 
extend the life of parts that are regularly replaced (e.g. bearings). 
 
Such a bike would also have to be good at preventing bike theft and having items stolen 
from bikes. Bikes and wheels are often stolen with these bikes and components never 
returned. For this some sort of bike tracker would be valuable to riders to protect wheels, 
tyres, bikes, saddles, etc as components are worth money  and are needed by the riders to 
do their job. 
 
A dynamo should be considered for charging batteries, devices, phones, etc. 

Transitional training (Manchester) 
The riders discussed that there should be some sort of transitional training scheme or tool to 
help workers transition from their courier work into other sectors as the numbers of jobs in 
the sector reduce or as the sector becomes fully automated (e.g. drones, self driving 
vehicles) 
 

Information for the self employed courier (Manchester, York) 
Having an app that would help get information about what self employed riders have to do 
around Workers rights, Insurance, Tax, National Insurance and DIY business costs would be 
valuable to new riders (e.g. you can claim 20p per mile on your tax return). Sharing 
information about the strikes could also be done via such an app - not all riders are in the 
facebook or whatsapp groups. 
 
As riders have to fill in tax self assessments an app containing data from the work that riders 
have done would help them fill out their tax returns and claims. Data should include miles 
covered, details on jobs completed, hours workers and weekly, monthly and annual 
summaries. Some of this data is available in the Deliveroo app or in emails. On termination 
riders lose access to data in the app. A way to export this data, or make the weekly payment 
emails useful could help couriers with the tax returns and book keeping. 
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Experience sharing and personal efficiency gains app 
(Manchester) 
“The only thing you can control is the cycling”. To help riders be more efficient an potentially 
useful app was discussed that could advise riders on when to stop, wait or ride using GPS 
tracking. Such an app could also share the does and don’ts in terms of rider etiquette and 
safety. The app could use AI and analytics to provide insights on what riders can do between 
orders to get more work, and compare their busy and quiet days to understand the 
differences. One rider in Manchester shared that the only thing the riders have power to 
improve is the cycling itself, be it through better route finding or through fitness. The app 
could help riders think about smarter route choices over maintaining higher average speeds, 
as well as reducing wasted time. The riders in Manchester thought that part of this could be 
an AI personalised app giving you insights into your riding, and even recommending that a 
Deliveroo fitness HIIT workout app could leverage AI to help riders work on particular 
elements of their fitness. 
 

Worker call centre (Manchester)  
At the end of the day, the riders want to get paid for the work they do. All kinds of barriers 
can prevent payment as described above. Rider’s at Manchester discussed the need for a 
call centre for workers so that they could fight against issues of non and underpayments, 
and challenge complaints on their records. The riders are the face of the company, and bear 
the brunt of the negativity from customers and restaurants. There is no mechanism for them 
to flag issues or fight to have their voice heard in matters, disputes or negative ratings. 
 

Engaging the council with the issues of being a rider (York)  
The riders face a number of barriers in the city that are related to decision making processes 
and policing of the city (e.g. bike racks not being reinstalled, the fining and policing of riders 
working in the pedestrianised zones). There is tension around how the pedestrianised area 
of York is policed and how riders are treated when they are forced to move quickly through a 
city. Riders’ currently have little representation at a council level and are treated differently 
from similar couriers working in the area (e.g. Royal Mail) which is frustrating to them as a 
large majority of the work is based in the city centre. Given that academics have more 
access in communities such as policy makers, researchers could help organise engagement 
activities (e.g. workshops with policy makers, letter writing) with representative of the riders 
and the city council to broker a co-design process around the planning of the city.  
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Access, respect and unity in the community and city (York, 
Manchester)  
Riders are harassed by other road users and law enforcement. City officials continue not to 
hear the voices of cycle couriers when it comes to planning cities that are seeing an 
increasing amount of cycle courier traffic.  
 
Workers want access (and fair treatment from law enforcement) to restaurants in 
pedestrianised areas, but struggle to have their voice heard by the council. Academics, 
activists, unions and councillors should be approached to do advocacy work for couriers to 
engage with city councils to ensure that riders voices are heard when it comes to city 
planning. Riders in York wanted to see more unity and support between other communities 
in the city, including collective responses to key issues. These same stakeholders should 
work with couriers and help with building reputations and relations with other communities 
(e.g. taxi drivers, buses, mopeds) and with local citizens.  
 
Riders floated the idea of passes/ID for use in the city to demonstrate to enforcement 
officers that they were permitted to work in the city and allowed to use their bikes. Whilst 
Deliveroo uniforms/clothing make riders the target of abuse, a ID card or identifier on the 
bike could help riders confirm to law enforcement that they are working for the platforms.  
 
At both workshops there was a collective acknowledgement that a small minority of riders 
have poor rider etiquette and this is impacting the communities reputation. It was suggested 
that education about riding and being a courier could be valuable. In Manchester, we 
discussed a Do’s and Don’ts list for couriers crossing issues of general etiquette and 
conduct, including: 
 

- Don’t leave your bike unlocked, lock it to the lamppost 
- Don’t cycle on the tramlines 
- Don’t reject multiple orders in the same area 
- Do keep moving 
- Do chat to the customer, if it’s late show them the late, apologise for lateness 
- Do tax returns to help get a mortgage 
- Don’t run red lights (in front of police) 
- Do cycling proficiency 

 

Survival pack for riders (York) 
Throughout the workshop it was discussed that there are a number of accessories that riders 
need to protect themselves and maintain their bikes. The platforms do not offer guidance on 
this, nor do they provide 3rd party solutions, leaving inexperienced riders in the dark.  
 
A pack of essential tools and resources for being a gig economy rider, including: 
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- Bike lights for working in the dark 
- Bike spares and tools for repairing  
- Carrier bag(s) for spillages, double bagging, and carrying things that won’t fit in the 

heatproof bag 
- Power banks/USB batteries for charging phones. Phones are used constantly, with 

the screen and GPS being active leading to batteries depleting. 
- Walkie talkie 
- ID badge to allow them to ride through pedestrianised areas to restaurants 
- tutorial on repair/maintenance 

 

Mobile support stations and rider specific infrastructure (York) 
 
A mobile van/station that could move round the city supporting couriers was discussed, 
including bike cleaning, support and food for riders. This moving hub would help those who 
needed to maintain their bikes, whilst providing rider support, charging facilities, shelter, and 
a one stop shop for rider issues.  

- It being mobile was seen as an essential 
- Such a support station could also host spares and provide safe space and refuge to 

riders who have suffered an altercation or abuse 
 
Such a mobile support station could also integrate some of the riders ideas about sharing 
experiences. When presented with the map of the city riders were quickly able to translate 
their own personal knowledge and experiences and annotate the map. Such a map could be 
used in the mobile support station to point out hotspots, cold spots, dangerous areas, 
shortcuts, etc.  
 
The mobile support station could be a good meeting place where rides could share phone 
numbers, share information, and recruit new union members. 
 
One rider converted street box for charging on the streets of Edinburgh - got permission from 
the owner and was given access to wire it up and use it (e.g. the red boxes the post office 
use for storing mail between). 
 
The support station could also help with bike set up and maintenance. Guidance on how to 
set up and maintain a bike would be valuable to riders, given that they are cycling upwards 
of 200 miles per week. 
 

Using data to help and protect themselves (Manchester, York) 
Whilst customers and the platform have access to rich data sets and order trackers riders 
don’t really know what data that the platforms are collecting on them. The riders’ labour is 
generating data for the platform that is used to make a profit. Some riders collect their own 
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data to protect themselves, including photos, which include timestamps and gps data. 
Through new analytical tools this data could be used to help riders build a story of their work. 
 
It’s important that riders protect themselves from Deliveroo/the platform. This means 
exporting or screenshotting your records, collecting GPS data from their rides (e.g. Strava) 
and taking geo-tagged photos of everything (including the correct date and time).  
It is vital that riders always have secondary form of evidence - where they were, what they 
had with them. It’s about protecting themselves and the work that they’ve done, even when 
the platform deletes it or terminates them. 
 
Sharing this information on a union website, or a guided walkthrough about protecting 
yourself could be valuable to the entire riders community. 
 
Building on this is the idea of analytical tools for riders. A useful tool for riders could be an 
app or analysis tool that could log GPS data to help understand a riders work day, the time 
they spend waiting for work, and their unpaid time. Such an app could provide data enriched 
empowerment to riders by providing them with valuable insights that might help them get 
one up on the platforms and get more or better paid work. 
 
Such insight could include:  

- Understanding time sat around and wasted time at the restaurant, In the zone centre, 
waiting For the customer, getting into the buildings, moving around buildings, quiet 
days 

- The app could report back “You wasted N hours” 
 
Some riders want greater control of their work life - this would require an intervention at the 
platform itself or the development of a meta platform that collates work across multiple 
platforms for riders based on their preferences. This could also help ease anxieties of the 
platforms talking to each other, and terminations occurring due to multi-apping. 
Riders questions about designing the Multi-app app or meta platform for riders: 

- Can be a way for riders to make more money off of a journey 
- Can platforms work this out?  
- Can the apps speak to each other (not likely) 
- Is the data being shared between platforms (more likely) 
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Fictions, futures and provocations 
From our workshops we have developed 3 provocations for discussion with stakeholders 
such as policy makers, councillors, employers and couriers. The point of these provocations 
is to provoke critical discussions about the ways couriers are treated, and foreground their 
issues to the general public and policy makers.  
 
We provide 2 additional summary titles for provocations for further discussion. These 
provocations are being developed into a brochure and workshop materials for stakeholder 
engagement. 

Provocation 1: On-demand couriers are local heroes providing 
an essential service. 
• Couriers use their specialist skills (cycling/ fitness) and local knowledge to perform a civic 
duty and benefit the economy through both work and tax contribution. 
• Couriers provide a central and essential service 
• Where the work enables them to use their cycling skills, they enjoy the work. 
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Provocation 2: Couriers provide an infrastructural service that 
continually engages in maintenance and improvements of that 
infrastructure. 
• Couriers provide an infrastructural service. They behave like a gas line or electricity cable, 
supporting and maintaining other businesses and individuals in our cities. 
• As human infrastructure, couriers are mobile, itinerant, transferable. 
• Businesses like restaurants in the city are increasingly designed around courier services 
whilst treating 
couriers as invisible in much the same way as electricity and the internet are automatically 
used to support the day-to-day running of business (see Heidegger- ready-to-hand). 
• Problematic scenarios arise from this invisibility including 
» Waiting for indeterminate periods at restaurants to receive food for delivery after an order 
has been made without 
being able to charge for that time 
» Other infrastructural services on the road, like taxi drivers, buses, and tramlines, are not 
designed to take couriers 
into account and consequently become a threat to couriers. 
• Couriers perform improvements on the infrastructure. They behave like an interlocutor with 
an intrinsic desire to co-operate with platform and other actors including fellow riders, the 
on-demand platform, customers, suppliers/restaurants, and technologists. 
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Provocation 3: The black box of on-demand platform design 
creates zero-sum relations in its own favour with all actors – 
especially couriers who are forced to engage with the platform 
in highly competitive, individualised and self-interested 
manners that serve to erode workers’ rights. 
• Couriers are continually surveilled by technologists and other actors without protection. 
• Couriers’ positions are at constant risk from the decisions made about them on the basis of 
surveillance. 
Couriers are given no information, or access to decision-making, rendering them powerless 
and fearful of the 
platform and other actors like restauranteurs. 
• Forced to see enemies or allies everywhere. 
• The absence of transparency in the on-demand worker system design leads to the 
generation of conspiracies 
and “glitches” which drive competitive, defensive approaches to work. 
• Time out of work is left unprotected because the platform offers the possibility for couriers 
to always be at 
work. Likewise, the potential for collective action is both implicitly and explicitly eroded 
because the platforms 
are designed to encourage couriers to compete with it, other couriers and themselves for 
work. 
• Assumptions made that errors in the design that lead to miscalculations of mileage and so 
on are deliberate and attributed to malice. 
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Provocation 4: Couriers are forced to work defensively with the 
platform, leveraging their own digital skills and knowledge to 
augment their use with other plat- forms. This is done to bring 
transparency to their work, evidence tasks completed and 
insure their time against non-payment by the system. 

Provocation 5:Living on the edges of society: 

The design of cities, public perception, absence of protections 
from employer leave couriers deviant, marginalised and highly 
vulnerable to physical and other kinds of harm. 
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